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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'm going to take more of an application standpoint and show you a potential workflow to use for building AVM’s in ArcPro.



Valuations, Valuation models, and GIS working together 

• Visualize data variables spatially, graphically, and within tables at the same time. 
• Provides the necessary functionality to run analysis  

- Look at relationships , patterns, and correlations. 
- Analyze model and ratio diagnostics. 
 
- Also provides a way for a professional who knows how to use GIS to build models in the 

valuation profession. 
  

• This  presentation will provide a demonstration of a workflow for using ArcGIS Pro 
to build a valuation model. 
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Why is it important for these to work together?I’ll run though the use of the R-ArcGIS bridge and how a script tool can be used to perform ratio studies. Keep in mind there are many ways this can done (i..e, model builder, python script, etc) R is one way of integrating data science with GIS and ArcPro. 



Steps for modeling property sales data in ArcGIS Pro 

• Import sale data from CAMA using SQL or .csv file. 
• Add XY data to display sales as points.  
• Data exploration (Can do with the R bridge  in R, or in ArcPro with python) 

- Analyze patterns and relationships, look at overlays etc. 
- Variable transformations if necessary using python or R. 
- Preliminary ratio study  (Using a tool created from R bridge) 

• Build an OLS or GWR model from spatial statistic tools 
• Analyze model diagnostics and recalibrate if necessary. 
• Analyze spatial distribution of coefficients and point estimates. 
• Analyze ratio study diagnostics. 
• Repeat as necessary! 
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Here are some of the steps we take with modeling As Paul mentioned GWR is a local model (“model of models”)



Import Data from CAMA or other data source 

Can connect directly to a data source and consume 
CAMA or sales data in SQL or Oracle. 
 
Can write any SQL statement along with aliases and call 
PL/SQL functions. 
 
Does not recognize commented lines. 
 
Once table is built then can join on common attribute  
such as PARID in parcel polygon layer for CAMA attribution. 
 
Sales can be built as points if XY coordinates are part of  
the query. 
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Presentation Notes
First step is importing data into GIS from CAMA.Many ways of doing this… I have a long data extract script that I use to bring in through the query tool. Then you can join with Parcel polys or create points from spatial reference.



Exploratory Data Analysis 
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Once the data is imported from CAMA we can now explore using various charting tools built within Pro.Not get into too many specifics, but seeing the graphs in combination with the maps and tables helps with identifying potential outliers or other issues that may be present within the data.



Exploratory Data Analysis 
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Once the data is imported from CAMA we can now explore using various tools built within Pro.



Exploratory Data Analysis 
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Once the data is imported from CAMA we can now explore using various tools built within Pro.



R – ArcGIS bridge script tool 
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In order to run ratio studies within Pro, we need to build a script.Easy to enable the R-ArcGIS Bridge in Pro by going to the options and choose the R installation. Then you will need to go to R and install the argisbindings library.Then can right click in catalog and create new script tool to set the parameters and options for our new tool.



R – ArcGIS Bridge and the sales ratio study script 
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Next is to take your script and wrap it in a function that will be readable by the tool.The script will be referenced within the tool properties



R – ArcGIS Bridge 
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Now we can run a preliminary ratio study on our dataset



Using ArcGIS Pro 
 
Click to watch video 

Geographically 
Weighted 
Regression (GWR) 
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So lets get into GWR… I have a video here that will show the process of Running GWR and then using the Rat Stats tool that we built to look at the Ratio Study results at the end.  I’m not going to go through the specifics of GWR as there are many other classes here that you can take. I just want to show it within the context of valuation and then run the tool to get results.Video = 2 min 40 secsAdaptive basically a way of determining how many nearest neighbors it uses to calc the regression



Model results and diagnostics 



Analyzing the results 
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Nice thing about GWR is that since it has coefficients and values for each point, you can map them and run additional analysis if you desire.Can also calculate the t-value coeff/error to see where that coeff is sig in the model. Can also run other clustering methodologies to look at significant patterns or derive assessment neighborhoods.



Why perform this analysis in GIS?  

• Most local governments have ESRI licenses. 
• R is free! 
• Puts additional tools in the hands of assessors to view their sales data and analyze 

statistical relationships without needing a statistician on staff. 
• Allows assessors to visualize what’s happening and where! 

 
Go Further 
• Use Cluster and grouping  tools to segment out areas and understand what forces 

are shaping the market. 
• Use interpolation to build statistical surfaces. 
• Extrude into 3D  
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Thank You!! 
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Presentation Notes
We also have a ton of modeling and GIS session at this years IAAO conference in Minneapolis!
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